• **May 12, 2022** – Graves Statement on the Biden Administration Canceling Lease Sales, Two in the Gulf of Mexico

• **May 4, 2022** – Graves Visits NATO Allies, Ukrainian Border, And Highlights Louisiana’s Energy Potential

• **April 29, 2022** – Graves Announces Louisiana Will Receive Nearly $112 Million in Offshore Energy Revenues

• **April 28, 2022** – Graves Statement on Department of Energy Approving Export Authorization for Natural Gas Project in Louisiana

• **March 31, 2022** – Graves Statement on Biden Administration Anticipated Tapping of Emergency Oil Reserves – Again

• **March 30, 2022** – Graves Introduces the “Securing American Energy and Investing in Resiliency Act”

• **March 24, 2022** – Graves Statement on Anticipated US LNG Announcement by President Biden and European Leaders

• **March 16, 2022** – Department of Energy Approves Two Natural Gas Export Terminals, At Least Four More Still Waiting

• **March 9, 2022** – Graves Highlights the Consequences of this Administration Not Defending Court-Ordered Lease Sale 257 and Asking What Action DOI is Taking to Develop the Five-Year Plan

• **March 1, 2022** – Graves Statement on Emergency Oil Reserves Tapped

• **February 24, 2022** – Graves Calls for Russia’s Ejection from UN Security Council - Questions the Legitimacy of Their Status

• **February 22, 2022** – Graves: Russian Aggression in Ukraine – Sanctions to Hit American Families’ Pocketbooks in all 50 States

• **February 18, 2022** – Graves Statement on FERC Clogging American Pipes

• **February 15, 2022** – Senators Advocate for Irresponsible Policy Then Express Shock When it Creates Energy Crisis

• **February 10, 2022** – Senators Advocate for Irresponsible Policy Then Express Shock When it Creates Energy Crisis

• **December 15, 2021** – Letter to Biden with Congressmen Pfluger, Cuellar and Gonzalez Expressing Concern Over Reports That the Administration Would Curtail LNG Exports

• **December 15, 2021** – Graves and Bice Ask FTC to Consider the Correlation Between Biden Administration’s Policies and High Energy Prices

• **November 22, 2021** – Graves: Tapping the Strategic Petroleum Reserve to Mitigate for Bad Policies is the Wrong Approach to Lower Gas Prices

• **November 19, 2021** – Graves Introduces Amendments to Build Back Better Legislation, Votes No
- November 4, 2021 – Graves and Crenshaw Push Biden to Reverse Course on Bad Energy Policies that are Hurting American Families and Businesses Who are Already Struggling with Staggering Inflation and Supply Shortages
- October 21, 2021 – Graves and Colleagues Label Supply Chain Crisis as Another Poor Decision That Was Avoidable
- October 21, 2021 – As Gas Prices Skyrocket, Graves Again Calls on Biden to Put American Energy First
- October 1, 2021 – Graves Statement on Announced Oil and Gas Lease Sale for Gulf of Mexico
- September 8, 2021 – Graves and Scalise: Interior Secretary Needs to Resume the Outer Continental Shelf Production
- September 6, 2021 – Graves Calls Upon Biden to Initiate The Cajun Tankers
- September 2, 2021 – Graves’ Request to Help Relieve Fuel Crisis Approved by Secretary of Energy
- September 2, 2021 – Graves Calls for Fuel Shortage Solutions
- August 24, 2021 – Biden and Colleagues Use Congressional Budget Tricks to Defund Louisiana Flood Protection and Raise Gasoline Prices
- August 12, 2021 – Graves requests answers from the Corps on how the FY21 budget language mentions it will “not fund projects that would lower the cost of consumption” would be implemented and affect costs for energy consumers
- June 24, 2021 – House Republicans Ask Secretary Haaland to Resume Lease Sales in Compliance with Court’s Order
- June 15, 2021 – Graves Statement on Federal Judge Blocking Biden’s Pause on New Oil and Gas Leases
- June 7, 2021 – House Republicans urge President Biden to enforce, not waive, sanctions on the Nord Stream 2 pipeline
- April 21, 2021 – Graves – BOEM officials should be knowledgeable about offshore energy production, and why should people in Louisiana pay for Los Angeles’ water system?
- April 16, 2021 – Graves and Lafourche Parish President Archie Chaisson Make it Clear Moratoriums Inflict Permanent Damage
- March 30, 2021 – Graves, Scalise Announce Louisiana to Receive Nearly $110 Million in Offshore Energy Revenues
- March 23, 2021 – Biden Skewers Gulf States, Graves Joins Anti-Moratorium Legislation that Pits Logic Against Lunacy
- February 9, 2021 – House Republicans Push Biden Administration to Rescind Oil and Gas Leasing Moratorium Directed by Executive Order
- January 27, 2021 – Congressman Graves on President Biden Snubbing America’s Working Families